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Human activities have largely contributed to the accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere, 
which reached 400 ppm in 2016. It is widely recognised that this gas is contributing to the 

greenhouse effect, fuelling efforts to utilize it as renewable carbon source.

Consolidating concepts of third generation biorefineries are currently being presented. They 
offer promising scenarios where microbial CO2 utilization can overcome the dogma that 

plant biomass is the only renewable carbon feedstock. Furthermore, its upgrading into organic 
molecules of interest can reduce not only the greenhouse effect, but also the pressure on 

biomass and land use, substantially.

This thematic issue will cover different aspects of microbial carbon dioxide fixation, including 
not only photoautotrophic organisms, but also photolithoautotrophy, chemolithoautotrophy, 
and mixotrophy. Furthermore, also novel concepts such as bioelectrochemical systems and 

synthetic biology approaches to newly create autotrophic microorganisms shall be covered. 
Contributions will also include biogeochemical consideration on the actual CO2 sources, 
abundance, and distribution, as well as economical assessment of the feasibility of current 

and future solutions. Interesting gas sources are flue gas, syngas, or CO2 from ethanol 
fermentation plants to name a few.

All submitted papers should be complete and adequately supported by original
experimental work leading to significant advances in line with the journal’s usual

scope and policies – they should not be preliminary versions of studies to be
published elsewhere in complete form at a later date. Prospective authors for Mini
Reviews or Commentaries must contact the issue’s Editor in advance. All submitted

manuscripts will be subjected to the usual scrutiny and expert peer review.
Authors should specify ‘Fixation2017’ in the cover letter.


